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Many interesting design trends are shown by the six papers on operational
amplifiers (Op Amps). Firstly. there is the line of stand-alone Op Amps using a
bipolar IC technology which combines high-frequency and high voltage. This line
is represented in papers by Bill Gross and Derek Bowers. Bill Gross shows an
improved high-frequency compensation technique of a high quality three stage
Op Amp. Derek Bowers improves the gain and frequency behaviour of the stages
of a two-stage Op Amp. Both papers also present trends in current-mode
feedback Op Amps. Low-voltage bipolar Op Amp design is presented by leroen
Fonderie. He shows how multipath nested Miller compensation can be applied to
turn rail-to-rail input and output stages into high quality low-voltage Op Amps.
Two papers on CMOS Op Amps by Michael Steyaert and Klaas Bult show how
high speed and high gain VLSI building blocks can be realised. Without departing
from a single-stage OT A structure with a folded cascode output, a thorough high
frequency design technique and a gain-boosting technique contributed to the
high-speed and the high-gain achieved with these Op Amps. . Finally. Rinaldo
Castello shows us how to provide output power with CMOS buffer amplifiers. The
combination of class A and AB stages in a multipath nested Miller structure
provides the required linearity and bandwidth.
This is the book version of a special issue of the International Journal of High
Speed Electronics and Systems, reviewing recent work in the field of compound
semiconductor integrated circuits. There are fourteen invited papers covering a
wide range of applications, frequencies and materials. These papers deal with
digital, analog, microwave and millimeter-wave technologies, devices and
integrated circuits for wireline fiber-optic lightwave transmissions, and wireless
radio-frequency microwave and millimeter-wave communications. In each case,
the market is young and experiencing rapid growth for both commercial and
millitary applications. Many new semiconductor technologies compete for these
new markets, leading to an alphabet soup of semiconductor materials described
in these papers. Contents: Present and Future of High-Speed Compound
Semiconductor IC's (T Otsuji); Transforming MMIC (E J Martinez); Distributed
Amplifier for Fiber-Optic Communication Systems (H Shigematsu et al.);
Microwave GaN-Based Power Transistors on Large-Scale Silicon Wafers (S
Manohar et al.); Radiation Effects in High Speed III-V Integrated Circuits (T R
Weatherford); Radiation Effects in III-V Semiconductor Electronics (B D Weaver
et al.); Reliability and Radiation Hardness of Compound Semiconductors (S A
Kayali & A H Johnston); and other papers. Readership: Engineers, scientists and
graduate students working on high speed electronics and systems, and in the
area of compound semiconductor integrated circuits.
THE LATEST ANALOG IC DESIGN TECHNIQUES Fully revised and expanded
to meet the emerging demands of mixedsignal systems, Analog IC Design with
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Low-Dropout Regulators, Second Edition, teaches analog IC concepts and
explains how to use them to design, analyze, and build linear low-dropout (LDO)
regulator ICs with bipolar, CMOS, and biCMOS semiconductor process
technologies. The book draws physical insight from topics presented and
illustrates how to develop and evaluate analog ICs for today's expanding wireless
and mobile markets. Practical examples and end-of-chapter review questions
reinforce important concepts and techniques developed in this cutting-edge
guide. LEARN HOW TO: Evaluate power-supply systems Predict and specify
how linear regulators perform and respond to variations in their supplies, loads,
and other working conditions Work with semiconductor devices--resistors,
capacitors, diodes, and transistors Combine microelectronic components to
design current mirrors, differential pairs, differential amplifiers, linear low-dropout
regulators, and their variants Close and stabilize feedback control loops that
regulate voltages and currents Design circuits that establish reliable bias currents
and reference circuits Determine the small-signal dynamics of analog ICs and
analog systems Establish independent, stable, noise-free, and predictable powersupply voltages Implement overcurrent, thermal, reverse-battery, and ESD
protection Test, measure, and evaluate linear regulator ICs
Analog Circuit Design
This volume concentrates on three topics: mixed analog--digital circuit design,
sensor interface circuits and communication circuits. The book comprises six
papers on each topic of a tutorial nature aimed at improving the design of analog
circuits. The book is divided into three parts. Part I: Mixed Analog--Digital Circuit
Design considers the largest growth area in microelectronics. Both standard
designs and ASICs have begun integrating analog cells and digital sections on
the same chip. The papers cover topics such as groundbounce and supply-line
spikes, design methodologies for high-level design and actual mixed
analog--digital designs. Part II: Sensor Interface Circuits describes various types
of signal conditioning circuits and interfaces for sensors. These include interface
solutions for capacitive sensors, sigma--delta modulation used to combine a
microprocessor compatible interface with on chip CMOS sensors, injectable
sensors and responders, signal conditioning circuits and sensors combined with
indirect converters. Part III: Communication Circuits concentrates on systems
and implemented circuits for use in personal communication systems. These
have applications in cordless telephones and mobile telephone systems for use
in cellular networks. A major requirement for these systems is low power
consumption, especially when operating in standby mode, so as to maximise the
time between battery recharges.
Advances in Analog and RF IC Design for Wireless Communication Systems
gives technical introductions to the latest and most significant topics in the area
of circuit design of analog/RF ICs for wireless communication systems,
emphasizing wireless infrastructure rather than handsets. The book ranges from
very high performance circuits for complex wireless infrastructure systems to
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selected highly integrated systems for handsets and mobile devices. Coverage
includes power amplifiers, low-noise amplifiers, modulators, analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs), and even single-chip
radios. This book offers a quick grasp of emerging research topics in RF
integrated circuit design and their potential applications, with brief introductions to
key topics followed by references to specialist papers for further reading. All of
the chapters, compiled by editors well known in their field, have been authored by
renowned experts in the subject. Each includes a complete introduction, followed
by the relevant most significant and recent results on the topic at hand. This book
gives researchers in industry and universities a quick grasp of the most important
developments in analog and RF integrated circuit design. Emerging research
topics in RF IC design and its potential application Case studies and practical
implementation examples Covers fundamental building blocks of a cellular base
station system and satellite infrastructure Insights from the experts on the design
and the technology trade-offs, the challenges and open questions they often face
References to specialist papers for further reading
. Offering comprehensive coverage of state-of-the-art GaAs MESFET technology
and design techniques for analog ICs, this book features detailed, step-by-step
guidance on everything from basic concepts such as biasing network, current
source, current mirrors, and differential circuits; to more complex designs, such
as amplifiers, mixers, oscillators, and operational amplifier designs; and finally,
high-level functions such as A/D and D/A converters and their implementation in
GaAs technology.
High-speed, power-efficient analog integrated circuits can be used as standalone
devices or to interface modern digital signal processors and micro-controllers in
various applications, including multimedia, communication, instrumentation, and
control systems. New architectures and low device geometry of complementary
metaloxidesemiconductor (CMOS) technologies have accelerated the movement
toward system on a chip design, which merges analog circuits with digital, and
radio-frequency components.
A practical, engineering book discussing the most modern and general techniques for
designing analog integrated circuits which are not digital (excluding computer circuits).
Covers the basics of the devices, manufacturing technology, design procedures,
shortcuts, and analytic techniques. Includes examples and illustrations of the best
current practice.
The book provides a comprehensive overview of electromigration and its effects on the
reliability of electronic circuits. It introduces the physical process of electromigration,
which gives the reader the requisite understanding and knowledge for adopting
appropriate counter measures. A comprehensive set of options is presented for
modifying the present IC design methodology to prevent electromigration. Finally, the
authors show how specific effects can be exploited in present and future technologies
to reduce electromigration’s negative impact on circuit reliability.
With vastly increased complexity and functionality in the "nanometer era" (i.e. hundreds
of millions of transistors on one chip), increasing the performance of integrated circuits
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has become a challenging task. Connecting effectively (interconnect design) all of these
chip elements has become the greatest determining factor in overall performance. 3-D
integrated circuit design may offer the best solutions in the near future. This is the first
book on 3-D integrated circuit design, covering all of the technological and design
aspects of this emerging design paradigm, while proposing effective solutions to
specific challenging problems concerning the design of 3-D integrated circuits. A handy,
comprehensive reference or a practical design guide, this book provides a sound
foundation for the design of 3-D integrated circuits. * Demonstrates how to overcome
"interconnect bottleneck" with 3-D integrated circuit design...leading edge design
techniques offer solutions to problems (performance/power consumption/price) faced
by all circuit designers * The FIRST book on 3-D integrated circuit design...provides upto-date information that is otherwise difficult to find * Focuses on design issues key to
the product development cycle...good design plays a major role in exploiting the
implementation flexibilities offered in the 3-D * Provides broad coverage of 3-D
integrated circuit design, including interconnect prediction models, thermal
management techniques, and timing optimization...offers practical view of designing
3-D circuits
Top-down approach to practical, tool-independent, digital circuit design, reflecting how
circuits are designed.
This newly revised and expanded edition of the 2003 Artech House classic, Radio
Frequency Integrated Circuit Design, serves as an up-to-date, practical reference for
complete RFIC know-how. The second edition includes numerous updates, including
greater coverage of CMOS PA design, RFIC design with on-chip components, and
more worked examples with simulation results. By emphasizing working designs, this
book practically transports you into the authorsOCO own RFIC lab so you can fully
understand the function of each design detailed in this book. Among the RFIC designs
examined are RF integrated LC-based filters, VCO automatic amplitude control loops,
and fully integrated transformer-based circuits, as well as image reject mixers and
power amplifiers.If you are new to RFIC design, you can benefit from the introduction to
basic theory so you can quickly come up to speed on how RFICs perform and work
together in a communications device. A thorough examination of RFIC technology
guides you in knowing when RFICs are the right choice for designing a communication
device. This leading-edge resource is packed with over 1,000 equations and more than
435 illustrations that support key topics."
The 2nd Edition of Analog Integrated Circuit Design focuses on more coverage about
several types of circuits that have increased in importance in the past decade.
Furthermore, the text is enhanced with material on CMOS IC device modeling, updated
processing layout and expanded coverage to reflect technical innovations. CMOS
devices and circuits have more influence in this edition as well as a reduced amount of
text on BiCMOS and bipolar information. New chapters include topics on frequency
response of analog ICs and basic theory of feedback amplifiers.
Basic Optics: Principles and Concepts addresses in great detail the basic principles of
the science of optics, and their related concepts. The book provides a lucid and
coherent presentation of an extensive range of concepts from the field of optics, which
is of central relevance to several broad areas of science, including physics, chemistry,
and biology. With its extensive range of discourse, the book’s content arms scientists
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and students with knowledge of the essential concepts of classical and modern optics.
It can be used as a reference book and also as a supplementary text by students at
college and university levels and will, at the same time, be of considerable use to
researchers and teachers. The book is composed of nine chapters and includes a great
deal of material not covered in many of the more well-known textbooks on the subject.
The science of optics has undergone major changes in the last fifty years because of
developments in the areas of the optics of metamaterials, Fourier optics, statistical
optics, quantum optics, and nonlinear optics, all of which find their place in this book,
with a clear presentation of their basic principles. Even the more traditional areas of ray
optics and wave optics are elaborated within the framework of electromagnetic theory,
at a level more fundamental than what one finds in many of the currently available
textbooks. Thus, the eikonal approximation leading to ray optics, the Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian formulations of ray optics, the quantum theoretic interpretation of
interference, the vector and dyadic diffraction theories, the geometrical theory of
diffraction, and similar other topics of basic relevance are presented in clear terms. The
presentation is lucid and elegant, capturing the essential magic and charm of physics.
All this taken together makes the book a unique text, of major contemporary relevance,
in the field of optics. Avijit Lahiri is a well-known researcher, teacher, and author, with
publications in several areas of physics, and with a broad range of current interests,
including physics and the philosophy of science. Provides extensive and thoroughly
exhaustive coverage of classical and modern optics Offers a lucid presentation in
understandable language, rendering the abstract and difficult concepts of physics in an
easy, accessible way Develops all concepts from elementary levels to advanced stages
Includes a sequential description of all needed mathematical tools Relates fundamental
concepts to areas of current research interest
Design Note Collection, the third book in the Analog Circuit Design series, is a
comprehensive volume of applied circuit design solutions, providing elegant and
practical design techniques. Design Notes in this volume are focused circuit
explanations, easily applied in your own designs. This book includes an extensive
power management section, covering switching regulator design, linear regulator
design, microprocessor power design, battery management, powering LED lighting,
automotive and industrial power design. Other sections span a range of analog design
topics, including data conversion, data acquisition, communications interface design,
operational amplifier design techniques, filter design, and wireless, RF, communications
and network design. Whatever your application -industrial, medical, security, embedded
systems, instrumentation, automotive, communications infrastructure, satellite and
radar, computers or networking; this book will provide practical design techniques,
developed by experts for tackling the challenges of power management, data
conversion, signal conditioning and wireless/RF analog circuit design. A rich collection
of applied analog circuit design solutions for use in your own designs. Each Design
Note is presented in a concise, two-page format, making it easy to read and assimilate.
Contributions from the leading lights in analog design, including Bob Dobkin, Jim
Williams, George Erdi and Carl Nelson, among others. Extensive sections covering
power management, data conversion, signal conditioning, and wireless/RF.

Includes plenty of design examples together with the key issues encountered in
real-world design scenarios, for students and practising engineers.
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Market_Desc: Engineers Special Features: " Updates the coverage of bipolar
technologies" Enhances the discussion of biCMOS" Provides a more unified
treatment of digital and analog circuit design while strengthening the coverage of
CMOS" Removes the chapter on non-linear analog circuits" Adds a new
operational amplifier example to chapter 11 About The Book: This is the only
comprehensive book in the market for engineers that covers CMOS, bipolar
technologies, and biCMOS integrated circuits. The fifth edition retains its
completeness, updates the coverage of bipolar technologies, and enhances the
discussion of biCMOS. It provides a more unified treatment of digital and analog
circuit design while strengthening the coverage of CMOS. The chapter on nonlinear analog circuits has been removed and chapter 11 has been updated to
include an operational amplifier example. With its streamlined and up-to-date
coverage, more engineers can turn to this resource to explore key concepts in
the field.
The Fifth Edition of this academically rigorous text provides a comprehensive
treatment of analog integrated circuit analysis and design starting from the basics
and through current industrial practices. The authors combine bipolar, CMOS and
BiCMOS analog integrated-circuit design into a unified treatment that stresses
their commonalities and highlights their differences. The comprehensive
coverage of the material will provide the student with valuable insights into the
relative strengths and weaknesses of these important technologies.
"In this fifth edition, we not only have kept the standard 741 op amp but also have
shown many circuits with newer, readily available op amps because these have
largely overcome the dc and ac limitations of the older types. We preserved or
objective of simplifying the process of learning about applications involving signal
conditioning, signal generation, filters, instrumentation, and control circuits. But
we have oriented this fifth edition to reflect the evolution of analog circuits into
those applications whose purpose is to condition signals from transducers or
other sources into form suitable for presentation to a microcontroller or computer.
In addition, we have added examples of circuit simulation using PSpice
throughout this edition."--Introduction.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Learn the principles and practices of simulation-based
analog IC design This comprehensive textbook and on-the-job reference offers
clear instruction on analog integrated circuit design using the latest simulation
techniques. Ideal for graduate students and professionals alike, the book shows,
step by step, how to develop and deploy integrated circuits for cutting-edge
Internet of Things (IoT) and other applications. Analog Integrated Circuit Design
by Simulation: Techniques, Tools, and Methods lays out practical, ready-to-apply
engineering strategies. Application layer, device layer, and circuit layer IC design
are covered in complete detail. You will learn how to tackle real-world design
problems and avoid long cycles of trial and error. Coverage includes: •First-order
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DC response•Unified closed-loop model•Accurate modeling of DC
response•Frequency and step response•Multi-pole dynamic response and
stability•Effect of external network on differential gain•Continuous-time and
discrete-time amplifiers•MOSFET, NMOS, and PMOS characteristics•Smallsignal modeling and circuit analysis•Resistor and capacitor design•Current
sources, sinks, and mirrors•Basic, symmetrical, folded-cascode, and Miller
OTAs•Opamps with source-follower and common-source output stages•Fully
differential OTAs and opamps
Intuitive Analog Circuit Design outlines ways of thinking about analog circuits and
systems that let you develop a feel for what a good, working analog circuit design
should be. This book reflects author Marc Thompson's 30 years of experience
designing analog and power electronics circuits and teaching graduate-level
analog circuit design, and is the ideal reference for anyone who needs a
straightforward introduction to the subject. In this book, Dr. Thompson describes
intuitive and "back-of-the-envelope" techniques for designing and analyzing
analog circuits, including transistor amplifiers (CMOS, JFET, and bipolar),
transistor switching, noise in analog circuits, thermal circuit design, magnetic
circuit design, and control systems. The application of some simple rules of
thumb and design techniques is the first step in developing an intuitive
understanding of the behavior of complex electrical systems. Introducing analog
circuit design with a minimum of mathematics, this book uses numerous realworld examples to help you make the transition to analog design. The second
edition is an ideal introductory text for anyone new to the area of analog circuit
design. Design examples are used throughout the text, along with end-of-chapter
examples Covers real-world parasitic elements in circuit design and their effects
An introduction to basic circuit design, employing a variety of semiconductor
devices, integrated structures, analog circuits, and low-power switching circuits.
Describes the electrical characteristics and applications of semiconductor
devices, covering amplifier stages, biasing, difference stages, noise, integrated
circuits, frequency-dependent circuits, discrete and field-effect devices, switching
devices, semiconductor transducers, and power supplies. Analogue-to-digital and
digital-to-analogue converters are also considered. Closing chapters introduce
the concept of computer-aided design and describe how application-specific
integrated circuits may be designed and produced. Includes end-of-chapter
questions and numerical problems.
Essential reading for experts in the field of RF circuit design and engineers
needing a good reference. This book provides complete design procedures for
multiple-pole Butterworth, Chebyshev, and Bessel filters. It also covers
capacitors, inductors, and other components with their behavior at RF
frequencies discussed in detail. Provides complete design procedures for
multiple-pole Butterworth, Chebyshev, and Bessel filters Covers capacitors,
inductors, and other components with their behavior at RF frequencies discussed
in detail
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Exponential improvement in functionality and performance of digital integrated circuits
has revolutionized the way we live and work. The continued scaling down of MOS
transistors has broadened the scope of use for circuit technology to the point that texts
on the topic are generally lacking after a few years. The second edition of Digital
Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design focuses on timeless principles with a modern
interdisciplinary view that will serve integrated circuits engineers from all disciplines for
years to come. Providing a revised instructional reference for engineers involved with
Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit design and fabrication, this book delves into the
dramatic advances in the field, including new applications and changes in the physics
of operation made possible by relentless miniaturization. This book was conceived in
the versatile spirit of the field to bridge a void that had existed between books on
transistor electronics and those covering VLSI design and fabrication as a separate
topic. Like the first edition, this volume is a crucial link for integrated circuit engineers
and those studying the field, supplying the cross-disciplinary connections they require
for guidance in more advanced work. For pedagogical reasons, the author uses SPICE
level 1 computer simulation models but introduces BSIM models that are indispensable
for VLSI design. This enables users to develop a strong and intuitive sense of device
and circuit design by drawing direct connections between the hand analysis and the
SPICE models. With four new chapters, more than 200 new illustrations, numerous
worked examples, case studies, and support provided on a dynamic website, this text
significantly expands concepts presented in the first edition.
This is the only comprehensive book in the market for engineers that covers the design
of CMOS and bipolar analog integrated circuits. The fifth edition retains its
completeness and updates the coverage of bipolar and CMOS circuits. A thorough
analysis of a new low-voltage bipolar operational amplifier has been added to Chapters
6, 7, 9, and 11. Chapter 12 has been updated to include a fully differential folded
cascode operational amplifier example. With its streamlined and up-to-date coverage,
more engineers will turn to this resource to explore key concepts in the field.
Analog circuit and system design today is more essential than ever before. With the
growth of digital systems, wireless communications, complex industrial and automotive
systems, designers are being challenged to develop sophisticated analog solutions.
This comprehensive source book of circuit design solutions aids engineers with elegant
and practical design techniques that focus on common analog challenges. The book’s
in-depth application examples provide insight into circuit design and application
solutions that you can apply in today’s demanding designs. This is the companion
volume to the successful Analog Circuit Design: A Tutorial Guide to Applications and
Solutions (October 2011), which has sold over 5000 copies in its the first 6 months of
since publication. It extends the Linear Technology collection of application notes,
which provides analog experts with a full collection of reference designs and problem
solving insights to apply to their own engineering challenges Full support package
including online resources (LTSpice) Contents include more application notes on power
management, and data conversion and signal conditioning circuit solutions, plus an
invaluable circuit collection of reference designs
For Electrical Engineering courses in analog layout or professional layout designers.
This text covers the issues involved in successfully laying out analog integrated circuits.
Hastings provides clear guidance and does not stress theoretical physics or
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mathematical analysis of layouts. He emphasizes cross- sections of devices and carrierbased models of device operation as compared to the more common geometric and
schematic representation of devices.
Analog Integrated Circuits for Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design,
Second Edition covers the analysis and design of nonlinear analog integrated circuits
that form the basis of present-day communication systems. Both bipolar and MOS
transistor circuits are analyzed and several numerical examples are used to illustrate
the analysis and design techniques developed in this book. Especially unique to this
work is the tight coupling between the first-order circuit analysis and circuit simulation
results. Extensive use has been made of the public domain circuit simulator Spice, to
verify the results of first-order analyses, and for detailed simulations with complex
device models. Highlights of the new edition include: A new introductory chapter that
provides a brief review of communication systems, transistor models, and distortion
generation and simulation. Addition of new material on MOSFET mixers, compression
and intercept points, matching networks. Revisions of text and explanations where
necessary to reflect the new organization of the book Spice input files for all the circuit
examples that are available to the reader from a website. Problem sets at the end of
each chapter to reinforce and apply the subject matter. An instructors solutions manual
is available on the book's webpage at springer.com. Analog Integrated Circuits for
Communication: Principles, Simulation and Design, Second Edition is for readers who
have completed an introductory course in analog circuits and are familiar with basic
analysis techniques as well as with the operating principles of semiconductor devices.
This book also serves as a useful reference for practicing engineers.
Presents an introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping platform.
It follows with a thorough treatment of design operational and operational
transconductance amplifiers, and concludes with a unified presentation of sample-data
and continuous-time signal processing systems.
Analog circuit and system design today is more essential than ever before. With the
growth of digital systems, wireless communications, complex industrial and automotive
systems, designers are challenged to develop sophisticated analog solutions. This
comprehensive source book of circuit design solutions will aid systems designers with
elegant and practical design techniques that focus on common circuit design
challenges. The book’s in-depth application examples provide insight into circuit design
and application solutions that you can apply in today’s demanding designs. Covers the
fundamentals of linear/analog circuit and system design to guide engineers with their
design challenges Based on the Application Notes of Linear Technology, the foremost
designer of high performance analog products, readers will gain practical insights into
design techniques and practice Broad range of topics, including power management
tutorials, switching regulator design, linear regulator design, data conversion, signal
conditioning, and high frequency/RF design Contributors include the leading lights in
analog design, Robert Dobkin, Jim Williams and Carl Nelson, among others
Praise for CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and SimulationRevised Second Edition from the
Technical Reviewers "A refreshing industrial flavor. Design concepts are presented as they are
needed for 'just-in-time' learning. Simulating and designing circuits using SPICE is emphasized
with literally hundreds of examples. Very few textbooks contain as much detail as this one.
Highly recommended!" --Paul M. Furth, New Mexico State University "This book builds a solid
knowledge of CMOS circuit design from the ground up. With coverage of process integration,
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layout, analog and digital models, noise mechanisms, memory circuits, references, amplifiers,
PLLs/DLLs, dynamic circuits, and data converters, the text is an excellent reference for both
experienced and novice designers alike." --Tyler J. Gomm, Design Engineer, Micron
Technology, Inc. "The Second Edition builds upon the success of the first with new chapters
that cover additional material such as oversampled converters and non-volatile memories. This
is becoming the de facto standard textbook to have on every analog and mixed-signal
designer's bookshelf." --Joe Walsh, Design Engineer, AMI Semiconductor CMOS circuits from
design to implementation CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, Revised Second
Edition covers the practical design of both analog and digital integrated circuits, offering a vital,
contemporary view of a wide range of analog/digital circuit blocks, the BSIM model, data
converter architectures, and much more. This edition takes a two-path approach to the topics:
design techniques are developed for both long- and short-channel CMOS technologies and
then compared. The results are multidimensional explanations that allow readers to gain deep
insight into the design process. Features include: Updated materials to reflect CMOS
technology's movement into nanometer sizes Discussions on phase- and delay-locked loops,
mixed-signal circuits, data converters, and circuit noise More than 1,000 figures, 200
examples, and over 500 end-of-chapter problems In-depth coverage of both analog and digital
circuit-level design techniques Real-world process parameters and design rules The book's
Web site, CMOSedu.com, provides: solutions to the book's problems; additional homework
problems without solutions; SPICE simulation examples using HSPICE, LTspice, and
WinSpice; layout tools and examples for actually fabricating a chip; and videos to aid learning
This edition combines the consideration of metal-oxide-semiconductors (MOS) and bipolar
circuits into a unified treatment that also includes MOS-bipolar connections made possible by
BiCMOS technology. Contains extensive use of SPICE, especially as an integral part of many
examples in the problem sets as a more accurate check on hand calculations and as a tool to
examine complex circuit behavior beyond the scope of hand analysis. Concerned largely with
the design of integrated circuits, a considerable amount of material is also included on
applications.
Analog Integrated Circuit Design
Handbook of Analog Circuit Design deals with general techniques involving certain circuitries
and designs. The book discusses instrumentation and control circuits that are part of circuit
designs. The text reviews the organization of electronics as structural (what it is), causal (what
it does), and functional (what it is for). The text also explains circuit analyses and the nature of
design. The book then describes some basic amplified circuits and commonly used procedures
in analyzing them using tests of amplification, input resistance, and output resistance. The text
then explains the feedback circuits—similar to mathematical recursion or to iterative loops in
computer software programs. The book also explains high performance amplification in analogto-digital converters, or vice versa, and the use of composite topologies to improve
performance. The text then enumerates various other signal-processing functions considered
as part of analog circuit design. The monograph is helpful for radio technicians, circuit
designers, instrumentation specialists, and students in electronics.
The book presents design methods for analog integrated circuits with improved electrical
performance. It describes different equivalent transistor models, design methods, and
fabrication considerations for high-density integrated circuits in nanometer CMOS processes,
and it analyzes circuit architectures that are suitable for analog building blocks. Highlighting
various design challenges, the text offers a complete understanding of architectural- and
transistor-level design issues of analog integrated circuits. It examines important trends in the
design of high-speed and power-efficient front-end analog circuits that can be used for signal
conditioning, filtering, and detection applications. Offers a comprehensive resource for
mastering the analysis of analog integrated circuits. Describes circuit-level details of highPage 10/11
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speed and power-efficient analog building blocks. Explores design methods based on various
MOS transistor models (MOSFET, FinFET). Provides mathematical derivations of all equations
and formulas. Emphasizes practical aspects relevant to integrated circuit implementation.
Includes open-ended circuit design case studies.
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